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 5 The eukaryotic cell cycle and cell division
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Exam practice questions 1 Copy and complete the table comparing and contrasting features of 
meiosis and mitosis. 

(5)Feature
Meiosis

Mitosis
Number of divisions
Sister chromatids separated
Number of chromosomes in daughter cells same as number in parent cell
Is a source of genetic variation
Involves formation of a spindle of fibres

 2 The graph represents changes in the relative mass of DNA during one cell 
cycle of a single cell. The curve has been labelled at six points, A to F.

a) Explain the shape of the curve between points B and C. (2)b) Give the two letters, A to F, between which each of the following 
processes occurs:
i) interphase ii) mitosis iii) cell increases in mass. (3)c) Does the curve show that cytokinesis occurred? Explain your answer. (2) 3 The diagrams show a cell with two pairs of homologous chromosomes. 

Each diagram shows this cell in one stage of division.

a) Is the cell in the diagram an animal cell or a plant cell? Justify your answer. (1)b) Other than size and shape, how does the chromosome of one homologous 
pair differ from a chromosome of the other homologous pair? (1)c) Identify the type and stage of cell division in cells X, Y and Z. (3)d) Explain the reason for your answer for cell Z in part c). (2)
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5.2 Chromosomes and the cell cycle

5 tissues transferred to a

microscope slide and root tip

cells gently teased apart with

mounted needles

onion bulb

water

beaker

roots

1 the tip of
a root (5 mm

only) cut off

and retained

3 30 drops of aceto-

orcein stain added,

with 3 drops of

hydrochloric acid (conc)

if excess
evaporation
occurs, more

stain added

4 gently heated for 3–5

minutes using a steam bath

(or hot plate or by passing

through a low Bunsen flame)

2 tip transferred to a

watch glass

heat

7 tissue firmly squashed by ‘thumb

pressure’ – avoiding lateral movements

6 additional drops of stain

added followed by a cover slip

8 the slide examined

under the high power

objective of the

microscope

root tip

growing roots

Figure 5.9 The steps in making a temporary squash preparation of a root tip to investigate 

mitosis using a light microscope (using lactoproprionic orcein stain)

Where mitosis is commonly observed

In the growth and development of an embryo it is essential that all cells carry 

the same genetic information as the existing cells from which they are formed, 

and which they share with surrounding cells or tissues. Similarly, when repair of 

damaged or worn out cells occurs, exact copies of cells are required. This is 

essential for growth, development and repair, otherwise different parts of your body 

might start working to conflicting blueprints. The results would be chaos!

Further, mitotic cell division is also the basis of all forms of asexual reproduction, 

where this occurs. Here, the offspring produced are identical to the parent. In this respect, 

asexual reproduction is completely different from sexual reproduction, where significant 

differences always arise between the individual offspring produced, and between offspring 

and their parents. We will discuss sexual reproduction in the next chapter.

root cap

region of cell division

growing cells

 Plenty of practice to assess 
progression with Test 
Yourself Questions and 
Exam Practice Questions

 Strengthen understanding of key 
concepts with contemporary and 
engaging examples, illustrated with 
accessible diagrams and images

 5 The eukaryotic cell cycle and cell division8

6: The chemical composition of chromosomes

We have already noted that each chromosome consists of a macromolecule of DNA 

in the form of a double helix. This runs the full length of the chromosome and is 

supported by proteins. About 50 per cent of a chromosome is built of proteins, in 

fact. Some of these proteins are enzymes that are involved in copying and repair of 

DNA. However, the bulk of chromosome protein has a support and packaging role 

(Figure 5.4).

5.2 Chromosomes and the cell cycle

The cell cycle is the sequence of events that occurs between one division and the 

next. It consists of three main stages: 

l interphase
l nuclear division

l cell division (also called cytokinesis).

The length of the cycle depends partly upon conditions external to the cell, such as 

temperature, supply of nutrients and oxygen. Its length also depends upon the type 

of cell. For example, in cells at the growing point of a young stem or of a developing 

human embryo, the cycle is completed in less than 24 hours; the epithelial cells that 

line the gut typically divide every 10 hours; liver cells divide every year or so. Nerve 

cells never divide again once they have differentiated. Here, the nucleus remains at 

interphase. In specialised cells such as these the genes, other than those needed for 

the specific function, are ‘switched off’ so they cannot divide.

Test yourself

1 Sister chromatids and homologous chromosomes both carry the same genes 

in the same order. Explain the difference between them.

2 What is meant by the term ‘allele’?

3 What is the role of a centromere?

4 Explain why the chromosomes within a cell cannot normally be seen using a 

light microscope.

Figure 5.3 One chromosome 

as two chromatids

the centromere, a small constriction on

the chromatids, is not a gene and does

not code for a protein, as genes do

each chromatid is a copy of the other,

with its linear series of genes (individual

genes are too small to be seen)

centromere divides
chromatids separate during

nuclear division

sister chromatids attached at 

the centromere, making up one

chromosome

Change to specification Assessment of Mathematics 

 18 Maths in physics296

 18 
Maths in physics

Test yourself

1 Express the following numbers in standard form, to two signifi cant 

fi gures:

a) 0.0834 d) 171.3

b) 0.003582 e) 824

c) 0.612

2 In each of the following calculations give your answer to the 

appropriate number of signifi cant fi gures.

a) 7.32 × 1.23 × 2.2

b) 3.33 × (2.41)2 × 1.234

c) 54 × 1.87 × 0.020

The mathematical requirements for the AS and A level are given in 

Appendix 6 of the Edexcel specifi cations. Most of these have been used 

throughout the book as Examples, Test yourself questions and Exam practice 

questions.

In this chapter the mathematics is presented in sections covering a range 

of skills. In each section there are practice calculations to test these skills.

Bold text indicates that the requirement is for the A level examination 

only.

18.1 Numbers
The Test yourself questions in this section will need you to:

● be aware that the value of a physical quantity may be expressed to a 

certain number of signifi cant fi gures and understand that the number of 

signifi cant fi gures in a result should not be more than the smallest number 

of signifi cant fi gures in the data

● express numbers in standard form and add, subtract, multiply and divide 

numbers in standard form with and without using a calculator

● use a calculator to raise numbers to powers, and to take square and cube 

roots of numbers

● remember the meanings of the prefi xes p (pico-), n (nano-), µ (micro-), 

m (milli-), k (kilo-), M (mega-) and G (giga-).

807527_C18_Edexcel_Physics_296-309.indd   296
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 Detailed guidance and examples of method throughout along with 
dedicated Maths chapters 
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Change to specification Synoptic questions 

 3 Rectilinear motion
2

 3
 Rectilinear motion

Prior knowledge

In this chapter you will need to be able to:➜ substitute numerical values into formulae and equations using appropriate units. 
➜ plot and draw graphs to show how distance and speed change with time 
➜ determine the gradient of linear graphs.

The key facts that will be useful are:➜ Velocity, acceleration and displacement are vector quantities.➜ average velocity = displacement
time

➜ acceleration = change in velocity
time

➜ A body in free fall on Earth accelerates downwards at 9.81 m s−2.

Test yourself on prior knowledge
1 What is meant by a vector quantity?2 Calculate the displacement of an object that travels with an average velocity of 

4.5 m s−1 for 8.0 s.
3 The velocity of a car changes from 36 km h−1 to 18 km h−1 in 8.0 s. Calculate 

the acceleration of the car in m s−2.4 Calculate the velocity of a brick 2.2 s after it is accidentally dropped from the 
top of a building.

5 Sketch a displacement–time graph for a body moving at constant velocity.

3.1 Speed, velocity and accelerationRectilinear motion means motion along a straight path. We saw earlier that average 
speed is distance divided by time, and that velocity is a vector quantity defined as 
displacement divided by time. As all the motion to be studied in this chapter is 
rectilinear, it follows that velocity will be used throughout.
Average and instantaneous velocityA sprinter accelerates for 20 metres and then maintains a uniform velocity for the 
remaining 80 metres of the 100-metre sprint. If the total time taken is 10.0 s, the 
average velocity, vav, is found using:

vav = 
displacement

time  = 
100 m
10.0 s  = 10.0 m s−1

5

3.1 Speed, velocity and acceleration

Equations of motion

The motion of an object moving at constant velocity, or accelerating uniformly, can 

be described by a set of equations known as the equations of motion. The following 

symbols represent the physical quantities involved in the equations:

s = displacement (m)

u = initial velocity (m s−1) at t = 0 s

v = final velocity (m s−1)

a = acceleration (m s−2)

t = time (s)

The first equation is simply the definition of acceleration rearranged so that the final 

velocity, v, is the subject of the equation:

a = 
(v − u)

t

giving

v = u + at 
Equation 1

Average velocity is defined as total displacement divided by time. For uniform 

motion, the average velocity is 
(u + v)

2
, so:

s
t
 = 

(u + v)
2

Example

In an experiment, a trolley runs down an inclined plane. An interrupter card of 

length 20.0 cm cuts through light gates close to the top and the bottom of the 

slope. The following results were recorded from such an investigation.

Time to cut the top gate, t1 = 0.30 s

Time to cut the bottom gate, t2 = 0.14 s

Time to travel between the gates, t = 0.50 s

Calculate:

a) the velocity of the trolley at each gate

b) the acceleration of the trolley.

Answers

a) Velocity at top gate, u = 
(0.200 m)

(0.30 s)
 = 0.67 m s−1

 Velocity at bottom gate, v = 
(0.200 m)

(0.14 s)
= 1.43 m s−1

b) Acceleration, a = 
(v − u)

t
 = 

(1.43 m s−1 − 0.67 m s−1)

0.50 s
 = 1.5 m s−2

 Assessment guidance 
with synoptic questions 
and worked examples 

 Summary of prior knowledge 
and diagnostic questions at 
the start of each chapter 

Change to specification Increased emphasis on practical skills

 5 The eukaryotic cell cycle and cell division
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Activity

Core practical 3: Making a temporary squash preparation of a root tip to investigate the 

stages of mitosis under a microscopeMitosis can be observed in any tissue that is actively dividing, such as the growing tip of a plant root. Any plant root will do; onion and garlic are commonly used in school laboratories.
Before reading on, follow the steps in the protocol in Figure 5.9, which shows how to prepare plant tissue for examination under a light microscope, starting off with an onion bulb.

1 In step 1, the root tip is removed using two cuts, rather than a single cut. Suggest the advantage of using two cuts rather than one.
It would be easy to damage the delicate root tip. By first removing the larger piece the likelihood of damage can be reduced. This large piece can be manipulated more easily, using forceps at the end that will be discarded and a sharp scalpel to make the second cut.

2 What safety precautions would you take when using the scalpel?
Before using the scalpel, you should bear in mind that any sudden or extravagant movements might result in you cutting someone near you. So stay calm and control your movements. You should always cut away from yourself, preferably onto a cutting board to prevent damage to the work bench. You should also cut vertically downwards in one smooth movement.

3 In step 4, the root tip is heated in hydrochloric acid. What is achieved by doing this? 
We need to produce a thin layer of cells that will allow light to pass through when we observe the tissue using a light microscope. The root tip is quite hard, however. Heating the root tip in hydrochloric acid softens the cell walls and hydrolyses substances holding cells together.

4 Give one reason why it might be necessary to add further stain in step 6.
It is important not to let the temporary mount dry out. Since we have mounted the tissue in stain solution, it makes sense to add more of this, rather than any other liquid.

5 Step 6 in Figure 5.9 shows the use of a mounted needle. Explain the advantage of this.Unless you have practised making temporary mounts, it is very easy to get air bubbles trapped under the coverslip. Where an air bubble occurs, it appears as a circle with a thick black outline. Using a mounted needle to lower the coverslip reduces the risk of trapping air bubbles.

6 In step 7, the procedure refers to ‘avoiding lateral movements’. Explain why lateral movements should be avoided.We want to produce a thin layer of cells. Pushing directly downwards will spread the cells out. Lateral movements, such as rocking the thumb from side to side, will tend to roll the cells together again.

7 Sometimes a piece of filter paper is placed between the thumb and the coverslip during Step 7. Suggest one reason why.A coverslip is extremely thin and very easily broken. Putting a piece of filter paper over the coverslip cushions the force and reduces the chance of breaking the coverslip. The filter paper also reduces the risk of staining your thumb.
8 Assuming that the condenser lens of the microscope (if present) is already focused, list the steps you would follow to view the plant tissue using the high-power objective lens.You should always first focus a microscope using the low-power objective lens. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, you are less likely to damage a lens by racking it down into the slide – the low-power objective does not reach the slide. Secondly, the field of view using a low-power objective lens is much larger than when using a high-power objective lens. Consequently, using low power, it is easier to find a group of cells that show what you are looking for; in this case cells dividing by mitosis. 

Once focused using the low-power lens, move the slide to centralise the field of view on the part of the tissue in which there are lots of cells showing stages of mitosis. 
Once you have done this, you can turn the nosepiece to engage the high-power objective lens. When you refocus, using the fine focus knob on the side of the microscope, you will find the cells you centralised in the field of view.

9 If you push the slide to your left, which way do cells in the tissue appear to move?
This is the sort of question you could only answer correctly if you have actually used a microscope. When you move the slide to your left, the tissue appears to move to the right.

10 Why is the preparation called a ‘temporary squash’ preparation?
It is a squash because the tissue has been flattened to spread the cells out. It is temporary because nothing has been done to prevent the tissue from ultimately drying out or decomposing. The permanent slides you observe during your course have been treated so that they will neither dry out nor decompose. 

 Provides support for all 16 required practicals with detailed explanations, 
data and exam style questions for students to answer   

 Test Yourself Questions and Exam Practice Questions to assess skills

 Dedicated practical skills chapters 

Change to specification Co-teaching of AS and A level

 AS and Year 1 A level content covered in Student Book 1 

 Year 2 A level content covered in Student Book 2

 All our Student Books are also available as eTextbooks and have been submitted 
to Edexcel for endorsement
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Challenging new topics

Dynamic Learning is an innovative online subscription service with interactive resources, lesson planning tools,  
self-marking tests, a variety of assessment options and eTextbook elements that all work together to create the 
ultimate classroom and homework resource. 

There are a wide range of budget-friendly options, from different prices for small and large institutions to package 
discounts. For full pricing please see the enclosed order form. 

You can evaluate Dynamic Learning for 30 days – simply fill in the Order Form  

or visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

Teaching and Learning resources
Teach the new Edexcel AS and A level specifications with confidence, with topic specific 
presentations, animations, quizzes, exam-style questions and student support.

 Supports all abilities and includes numerous stretch and extension materials to encourage 
higher attaining students

 Builds knowledge, understanding and problem solving skills with engaging animations and 
online presentations to provide students with clearer explanations 

 Monitors progression and prepares for assessment with interactive tests within each chapter 
that can be used in class or set as homework 

 Enables you to amend the flexible resources according to your own lesson plans and way of teaching 

 Develops students’ confidence using terminology accurately with a table of the correct A level language and a full 
glossary of words used in context 

To view a sample lesson visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ALevelScience/Edexcel

Prices from £200 + VAT  April 2015    Expires Dec 2017

Additionally Student 
eTextbooks are 
downloadable versions of 
the printed textbook that 
teachers can assign to 
students so they can: 

 Download and view on 
any device or browser 

  Access their personal copy on the move

 Add, edit and synchronise notes across 2 devices 

  

Prices from £150 + VAT  March 2015  Expires Dec 2017

Our Edexcel Year 1 and 2 Student Books 
for Biology, Chemistry and Physics 
are also available as Whiteboard 
eTextbooks which are ideal for front-
of-class teaching and lesson planning. 

Whiteboard eTextbooks are online 
versions of the printed textbook that 
enable teachers to:

 Display interactive pages to their class   

  Add noted and highlight areas

 Add double page spreads into lesson plans 

Teaching and Learning resources and Whiteboard 
eTextbooks are fully integrated so that you can access 
resources from the eTextbook pages and access the pages 
of the eTextbook from the resources library.
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Rolling revision 

Ensure students retain and build their knowledge throughout their course  
with our range of Student Guides.

Student Guides 
Biology B: Mary Jones • Chemistry: George Facer, Rod Beavon • Physics: Mike Benn 

Reinforce students’ understanding throughout their course; clear topic summaries with sample 
questions and answers to help improve exam technique. 

Written by subject experts, teachers and authors, Edexcel A level Student Guides:

 Help students identify what they need to know with a concise summary of the topic or paper 
examined in the AS/A level specifications 

 Consolidate understanding with exam tips and knowledge check questions 

 Provide opportunities to improve exam technique with sample graded answers to  
exam-style questions 

 Develop independent learning and research skills 

 Provide the content for generating individual revision notes

Student Guides 1 and 2 cover topics studied at AS level and in the first year of A level. Student Guides 3 and 4 cover topics studied in the second 
year of A-level. All these titles are also available to purchase as e-books so students can revise whenever and wherever they want to. 

For Inspection Copies or firm orders fill in the enclosed Order Form or visit   

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ALevelScience/Edexcel 

Biology B Student Guide 1: Topics 1 and 2  9781471843846  July 2015  £9.99 

Biology B Student Guide 2: Topics 3 and 4  9781471843877  August 2015  £9.99 

Biology B Student Guide 3: Topics 5-7   9781471858482  February 2016  £9.99 

Biology B Student Guide 4: Topics 8-10  9781471858512  September 2016  £9.99

Chemistry Student Guide 1: Core inorganic and physical chemistry  9781471843334  July 2015  £9.99 

Chemistry Student Guide 2: Core organic and physical chemistry  9781471843549  August 2015  £9.99 

Chemistry Student Guide 3: TBC  9781471858413  February 2016  £9.99 

Chemistry Student Guide 4: TBC  9781471858444  November 2016  £9.99 

Physics Student Guide 1: Mechanics and electric circuits  9781471843396  October 2015  £9.99

Physics Student Guide 2: Materials and waves;  

and particle nature of light  9781471843594  November 2015  £9.99

Physics Student Guide 3: TBC  9781471858543  February 2016  £9.99 

Physics Student Guide 4: TBC  9781471858574  March 2016  £9.99 

Coming soon: My Revision Notes
Unlock your students’ full potential with these revision guides that provide both the key content they need to know  
and guidance on how to apply it.  To hear more first sign up to our E Updates:  www.hoddereducation.co.uk/E-Updates

Buy today  and get  20% off*
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Independent study skills 

Philip Allan Review Magazines are the ideal resource to help students 
learn more, gaining deeper subject knowledge and the skills to study 
independently and succeed in their exams.  

Commissioned and edited by the University of York (Chemistry and Physics 
Review) and the University of Manchester (Biological Sciences Review), 
these magazines aim to broaden students understanding of science, 
developing their analytical and practical skills, allowing them to explore how 
science works and its impact on everyday life. 

For Students 

 Topical case studies by subject experts put key topics in context 

 Access to cutting-edge science with explanations of the practical skills 
involved 

 Looks beyond A level to studying science at university and the diverse 
career paths it can offer 

For You 

 Keeps your teaching topical with articles discussing the latest issues 

 Support and practical guidance on using the magazine to prepare for  
the new specifications 

 Additional online resources help to extend your teaching 

Advanced biology • Know more

April 2015     Volume 27     Number 4

Why did 
Spanish flu 

kill so many 
people?

The 1918 pandemic  
and the flu threat today

From revision  
to exam

Bill Indge has your  
preparation covered

FOR

Antarctic  
reindeer

How adaptation led to  
ecosystem damage

A-level chemistry • Know more

April 2015     Volume 24     Number 4

FOR

Improving  
natural  

medicines
From aspirin to cancer drugs  
to preventing river blindness

The science behind  
the spectrum
An NMR researcher explains  
the history of the process 

Practise your calculations
Worked solutions to exam questions

FOR

A-level physics • Know more

April 2015     Volume 24     Number 4

Waves on a  
guitar string

Exam advice and  
practice questions

Need to draw  
a graph?
Common mistakes  
you’ll want to avoid

Searching for 
distant planets
Doppler shift, spectra 
and circular motion

To order a subscription for your school, view extra resources and trial the  

Online Archive, visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines 

A subscription includes four magazines per year: September, November, February and April

Prices from £12.50 
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Discover even more with Online Archives 
The Biological Sciences, Chemistry and Physics Review Online Archives provide a balance of reliable 
content and easy, 24/7 online access, helping students to deepen their subject understanding and 
improve their research skills at their own pace: 

 There’s no need for students to register or log in. You can either add a link to your VLE or pass the 
link on to your students

 An archive can be accessed anytime, anywhere, encouraging independent study

 Students can add focused, relevant content to exam answers by searching through hundreds of 
articles and additional digital resources



To book your place and for more information please visit    

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/events

CPD training delivered  
by experts

Philip Allan Events From CPD Workshops to Student Conferences, Philip Allan  
events are designed to inspire and create confidence in the classroom.

CHEMISTRY
Implementing the New Edexcel Chemistry  
A level Specification 

Led by Cliff Curtis 

Ensure that you are fully prepared for the 
upcoming changes to the Edexcel A level 
Chemistry specification by exploring the  
new curriculum and assessment arrangements 
in detail.

Central London: Monday, 11 May 2015, £245 + VAT 
Manchester: Tuesday, 12 May 2015, £245 + VAT 
Bristol: Wednesday, 12 June 2015, £245 + VAT

Effective Approaches to Teaching the First 
Year of the New Edexcel A level Chemistry 
Specification

Led by Cliff Curtis 

The first year of teaching any new specification 
is likely to bring a need for review and 
clarification so explore the main issues with the 
new specification, offer advice and resources, 
and build your confidence for delivering the first 
year of the new specification. 

Central London: Friday, 6 November 2015, £245 + VAT

PHYSICS
Teaching A level Physics Topics: 
Electromagnetism and  
Electromagnetic Machines

Led by Susan Casey and David MacGowan

Join experienced teachers, David and Susan, 
as they help you to develop a sensible plan 
for ensuring that students grasp the key 
concepts and make excellent progress with 
Electromagnetism. 

Webinar #1 - Teacher Webinar:  
Monday, 1 June 2015 4.00pm - 5.30pm, £85 + VAT

Webinar #2 - Teacher Webinar:  

Monday, 8 June 2015 4.00pm - 5.30pm, £85 + VAT

Masterclass: Inspiring Approaches for  
Teaching Particle-, Quantum- and  
Astrophysics for A level

Led by Dr. Aude Alapini-Odunlade, Keith Gibbs  
and Dr. Cristina Lazze-roni  

Join our team of expert speakers as they  
equip you with a variety of practical 
experiments and top tips that are guaranteed 
to spark your students’ interest. Keep your own 
subject knowledge up-to-date with ideas and 
demonstrations drawn from Particle-,  
Quantum- and Astrophysics. 

Central London: Thursday, 25 June 2015, £289 + VAT

“ Very informative day! Going away with a 
lot of simple and effective ideas which can 
easily be put into practice and require little 
time to set up. Very friendly and engaging 
speaker – everyone got involved! ” 
Dominique Latru, Barton Peverill College
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Resource your  
lessons for less 

Make the most of your budget with our range of pick and mix resources. Get the information you need 
at a price you can afford – plus 20% off selected print resources.

3 example options for a class of 16 Edexcel A level Chemistry students

For more information on our full service offering for Edexcel A level please visit   

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ALevelScience/Edexcel 

1

2

3 £990  
+ VAT

+ + =
Class set of Edexcel A level 

Chemistry Year 1 and 2 
Student Books

3-year small cohort 
subscription to  
Edexcel A level 

Chemistry Teaching  
and Learning resources 

1 year  
subscription to 

Chemistry Review 
Online Archive 

20%
off*

£845   + VAT
+ + =

Class set of 1-year  
Edexcel A level  

Chemistry Year 1 and 2  
Student eTextbooks 

3-year small cohort 
subscription to Edexcel  

A level Chemistry  
Dynamic Learning 

(Includes Teaching and Learning resources 

and two Whiteboard eTextbooks)

CPD workshop on 
teaching the new 

Edexcel A level 
Chemistry  

specification 

£908+ + =
Class set of Edexcel A level 

Chemistry Year 1 and 2 
Student Books

Class set of  
Edexcel A level 

Chemistry Student 
Guide 1 and 2 

1 year  
subscription to 

Chemistry Review

20%
off*

A-level chemistry • Know more

April 2015     Volume 24     Number 4

FOR

Improving  
natural  

medicines
From aspirin to cancer drugs  
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